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(Jesus speaking: ) This is sophisticated warfare, because it’s partly in this realm—at least you are—

and partly in the unseen realm. It has to be this way to keep you in the “game”, for if the evil ones 

that are likewise living on Earth and also delving into wickedness, knew who you were, it would spell 

trouble. They need to not spot you. You need to be hidden from their carnal eyes.  

To them you might just be any other Bob, Tom, or Jones. But if you are using the weapons of My 

sophisticated warfare, you are doing all kinds of damage to the plans of the enemy. And the more 

you use this invisible gear, the greater threat you are.  

Since My army of warriors on Earth is relatively small—those carrying the bulk of the offensive and 

the protection of My goods on Earth (My Word spreading, and soul gathering)—the more weapons 

they can wield, the better. And the more skilled they are, the greater is the impact on the enemy’s 

territory.  

Let’s put this in plain English: 

You mumble a “Well, thank the Lord anyway—even if nothing went right”.  

Or you say, with conviction, “Lord You are stupendous! I can’t believe how fast the victories are 

coming, and in such surprising ways too! I know You are going to turn even this event to be in Your 

favour, because You are stronger than all that opposes You. In fact, because of this occurrence, the 

greater the victory will be. I can hardly wait to see what happens!” 

 

One expression of the above two examples leaves you with a reasonable amount of doubt, sorrow 

and pain. You tried, and I’ll give you credit for that, but your levels of joy are still waning.  

The second one knocks you out of the water of despair, and because you aren’t clinging to your 

disappointment, and a bit of a grudge against Me for how things worked out, this gets you in the 

right frame of mind to hear My next call of what to do; or to receive a huge blessing for your passing 

the test.  

And happy people do more! It’s just that simple. That’s why the devil tries to steal your joy. He 

wants you to be less active. Oh, you thought it was all about just making you sad and messing with 

your feelings? He hardly gives a hoot what you feel like or don’t feel like. It’s all about how active 

you are, meaning how dangerous you are to him.  

Get praising and get active, and I’ll take care of the feeling part, giving you some highs along the 

way. The screams coming from our opponents will be good enough reward for Me. Wins are always 

a perk up for My day!  

Keep those praises, those strong, wild, and beyond logic praises, booming out. Whatever it takes to 

keeping you running strong, and the loser on his continued demise.  

Shout “Hallelujah” like it’s the starting sound of a race, and a winner you will be. 

 

 


